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SETTING THE SCENE  
 

Environmental, social and historical context 
 

The North York Moors National Park is a place where nature and history inspire 
each other. It has a rich variety of landscapes, habitats and buildings ranging from 
the largest tract of unbroken heather moorland in England to spectacular 
coastline, historic villages and large areas of woodland. 25,000 residents 
contribute to the culture, society, upkeep and evolution of the Park. 
 

The extensive and enthralling evidence of human existence goes back to the 
Mesolithic. It sweeps across Roman occupation, an industrial heritage including 
alum, iron, coal and jet mining and the development of the steam railway. Today, 
farming and tourism are the main industries. The area is renowned for its 
religious connections with monastic ruins, early churches and stone crosses 
marking the landscape. Thus the built heritage forms an especially important part 
of the Park; with 3,000 listed buildings and 839 scheduled monuments. 
 

The geology of the National Park dates to the Jurassic period with significant 
landscape change occurring in the Ice Ages forming iconic vistas such as 
Newtondale and the inland cliff at Sutton Bank. The relative richness of the 
underlying Jurassic rocks and the relatively low rainfall and altitude led to major 
loss of moorland to agricultural and forestry operations up to the mid-1980s. 
These losses have very largely ceased, and recent issues have been more 
associated with the decline of agriculture. The area is unique in the English 
uplands in having suffered from problems of undergrazing as much as 
overgrazing in recent years. 
 

Many of the habitats in the Park are internationally important and support a wide 
range of rare and threatened species, such as the freshwater pearl mussel, Duke of 
Burgundy butterfly, water vole and nightjar. The Park also supports significant 
populations of upland breeding birds (for which the moorland has a European 
designation), veteran trees and a nationally important bat population. 
 

The National Park has poor access to services, a lack of affordable housing, and the 
hidden unemployment typical of remote rural areas. 
 

 
 
 

The Park is bounded to the north by urban Teesside, which shares with Hull, 60 miles to 
the south, some of the most socially deprived wards in the country (see inset in map). 
 

Communities within the north and east of the Park tend to be less affluent than 
those in the south and west. 
 

There are 10 million visitor days to the National Park area, bringing £411 million to 
the local economy. 43% of visitors stay overnight and 61% are aged between 35 and 
74. 
 

The National Park was designated in 1952 and the Authority became independent 
from North Yorkshire County Council in 1997 following the 1995 Environment Act.  
 

The sub-regional administrative context is complex and fluid. North Yorkshire is a 
two tier local authority area and parts of three Yorkshire Districts and the County 
Council cover most of the Park. A small part of the Park is in the North East region 
and the unitary Redcar and Cleveland Borough. Two City Regions influence the Park 
– Teesside and Leeds. There are 112 Parishes within the boundaries of the National 
Park. 
 

About the Authority 
 

a)  Culture 
The Authority has a mission to “sustain the landscape and life of the North York 
Moors for present and future generations to enjoy” derived from the two statutory 
purposes. It also has a duty to foster the social and economic wellbeing of local 
communities through the achievement of the purposes. 
 

The Authority has a clear set of Values1

 

, recently articulated by staff, Members and 
volunteers which, with the purposes, govern all that it does. These include a 
commitment to help our communties flourish. 

Both the National Park and the Authority itself are medium sized compared with 
other UK Parks. 
 
The Authority has many hundreds of volunteers including 191 Voluntary Rangers. 
The roles undertaken by volunteers are varied and include areas of ‘professional’ 
activity. Vast amounts of work undertaking Park purposes are done by the general 
public and the Authority strives to extend and support this. 
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We believe that this is one of the characteristics of the Authority:  its ability to 
galvanise a wide variety of people to work in pursuit of Park purposes thereby 
delivering a large output from a small resource. We think this is one reason why the 
list of achievements under KLOEs 3-5 is so long. This involves a positive outlook 
towards individual residents of the Park as well as community groups and the 
Authority’s own volunteers and staff. Reducing conflict of whatever kind increases 
delivery levels and much effort is put into this. We see those we work with as part 
of the local National Park family, dedicated to the best interests of the place we 
serve. In a similar way, we have positive relationships with our organisational 
partners and have a wide range of partnership projects. 
 

The Authority employs 189 staff (142 full time equivalents), which is above average, 
but includes a large number of apprentices. It has a relatively low percentage spend 
on staff (47% in 2009/10). 
 
We believe that cost effective staffing and the widespread use of volunteers is an 
essential part of the mix of factors that lead to high value for money. 
 

Another vital factor is enthusiasm. Morale among staff is consistently high as the 
2005 and 2009 staff surveys2 have demonstrated with 89.4% saying they would 
recommend the Authority as a place to work. Equally, Members are very positive 
about the Authority (recent survey gave aggregate 95% positive scores)3

 
. 

The Authority puts a premium on practical delivery: the public judge us primarily by 
what they experience, not what the strategies say. Personal contact with 
communities and individuals is very important to us: we speak, listen to and engage 
with hundreds of individuals every day.  
 

Although a big proportion of what the Authority does is done in partnership, we are 
clear that being in partnerships should not become a substitute for action on the 
ground. Sometimes we have to act relatively independently to deliver things the 
Park needs. 
b) Structure 
The Authority consists of 22 Members4; 12 from the local authorities in the area 
and 10 appointed by the Secretary of State for the Environment as either direct 
appointees or Parish Members. The full Authority meets quarterly, the Planning 

Committee monthly and the main sub-committees two or four times a year. 
Considerable Officer and Member time is devoted to liaison and partnership 
meetings. 
 

The Authority staff structure comprises five departments: 
 

• Conservation 
• Corporate Services 
• Information, Education and Visitor Services 
• Planning 
• Recreation and Park Management. 

 

Cross departmental activity is fostered by full staff meetings, an active Green 
Team5, internal Skills Workshops, the Ideas Group, Director training days, social 
events and a staff bulletin. 
 

The Authority owns one large block of land - Levisham Estate, plus several smaller 
holdings. 
 

The Senior Management Team consists of the Chief Executive and the Directors of 
each of the above departments. 
 

The Chair, Deputy Chair and Chief Executive liaise frequently and meet regularly. 
The Monitoring Officer and S151 Officer posts are held under contract by the 
respective Officers of the County Council. 
 

The Authority engages formally with its customers in a variety of ways including: 
• Parish Forum meetings every three months 6   
• The Moors Messenger 7residents’ newspaper and  Annual Report are sent to all 

households 8 
• Surveys (e.g. Visitors, Residents, Members, Staff, Volunteers, Planning Service 

Customers)9

 
 

• Website and Internet Forums;10 
• Disability Advisory Group, Voluntary Rangers AGM11

12
, Community Champion 

meetings , etc; 
• Primary Land Users’ Group13, Estate reps meeting, Farmers’ meetings14, etc. 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/the-members/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/the-green-team/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/parish-forums/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/moors-messenger/?�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/10997.pdf�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/forum-42/�
http://www.mosaicnationalparks.org/�
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The Authority has held the Charter Mark since 1998 and in Spring 2010 was 
successful in achieving the Customer Service Excellence Standard, both of which 
cover the activities of the whole organisation.15

 
 

The Future 
The nature of the challenges facing the Authority have changed markedly over the 
last year. The analysis below is very much work in progress and the input of the 
Assessment Team is eagerly anticipated. It takes as its starting point the SWOT 
analysis produced in 2008 for the current Business Plan, but it is clear that this and 
the Plan as a whole need a radical re-think in the light of reduced funding and new 
Government priorities. 
 
Challenges 
• Continuing to deliver the two Park purposes with reduced funds. 
• Reducing the cost of running the organisation. 
• Agreeing priorities in a tighter fiscal climate. 
• Managing radical change. 
• Increasing income. 
• Promoting the value of National Parks and NPAs. 
• Consolidating a simple yet effective brand for the greater NYM area. 
• Maintaining support for landscape protection against economic and other 

conservation priorities. 
• Managing the impact of a changing climate and delivering on mitigation and 

adaptation. 
• Production of a new model Management Plan. 
• Working out in which areas we can become less risk averse. 
• The flux in regional and sub-regional local authority arrangements. 
• Keeping partnerships effective and value for money. 
• Managing customer expectations and satisfaction. 

 
Opportunities 
• Working with government and local communities in the Big Society. 
• Further local empowerment. 

• Pursuing other aspects of the new Government’s agenda. 
• Taking further the concept of the local National Park family. 
• Sharing services and pooling resources locally. 
• More joint work with other NPAs. 
• More commercial use of assets. 
• Use of social media. 
• Undertaking work that other bodies can no longer afford. 
• A renewed emphasis on land management and working with farmers. 
• Reduced burdens from central government. 
• Making best use of remaining European funding. 
• Better links with young people. 
• Assisting small businesses that help meet Park purposes. 
 
Next steps 
The Authority will conduct a fundamental prioritisation exercise between February 
and April 2011 when it is clearer what level of resource it will have over the coming 
years. (The budget for next year is being constructed on the basis that income can 
be significantly increased and that voluntary redundancy/reduction in hours and 
other savings will be sufficient to balance the reduced grant). 
 
The dramatically changed financial situation of the public sector – and the long term 
position of the UK in the world economy underpinning this, point to a need for a 
change in outlook and style as well as a need for prioritisation, whatever the 
political situation in the UK. This may involve an acceptance of higher levels of risk if 
an increasing proportion of resources are not to be used on internal processes. This 
in turn will require ever greater communication and trust between the Authority 
and its customers. 
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1.  Quality of vision and the Authority’s plans to help achieve it   
 

Long term vision 
The vision for the North York Moors National Park was adopted in the National Park 
Management Plan in 199816

17

 and is intended as a robust long term statement of where 
the National Park intends to be over a 50 year period. It has at its heart the principles 
and idealism of the foundation of the National Park movement, though it reflects the 
pragmatism of combining the two purposes with the need to maintain a living 
landscape and thriving working communities. This vision remains relevant today and 
was little changed in the Management Plan review of 2003/04 . It resulted from wide 
public consultation with all residents and key partners and was endorsed by a wide 
range of organisations and bodies. The vision18 was also consulted on and supported 
in the process of agreeing the Local Development Framework (LDF)19 for the Park and 
forms a key part of the Framework. 94% of staff say they understand the Authority’s 
vision and aims. 
 

The NYM vision is challenging and aspirational. It has parallels with the joint 
ENPAA/Government vision for the National Parks to 2030. It may well be that the 
Vision is adapted following consultation to reference resource-use issues which are 
featuring strongly in the new Management Plan. 
 

The new Plan will also incorporate the special qualities of the National Park that were 
identified by wide public consultation and discussion in 1996 and in 2004. The special 
qualities are at the heart of the Communications Strategy20

 
. 

Management Plan – 2010 
The Authority has this year embarked on a comprehensive review of the Management 
Plan which will provide a more concise and strategic document. This will be 
complemented by more detailed actions and projects set out in the Business Plan21. It 
will address the significant and challenging issues facing the National Park brought 
about by climate change and the question of what the Park should be producing. We 
see this as a difficult but vital step forward in the role of Management Plans, with 
close links to an ecosystem services approach linked to four key landscape types.  
 

Extensive public and partner consultation took place during summer of 2010, 
including exhibitions at local agricultural shows, a survey of all residents and 
businesses in the Park, a workshop event with key partners, events with school groups  
 
 

 
 
and under-represented groups including the Disability Advisory Group and 
Community Champions. 
 

The Authority will be seeking the ongoing commitment and involvement of all 
organisations to delivering the objectives of the new Management Plan. 
 

This will be the sixth version of the Management Plan. Together with the recently 
adopted LDF, it will ensure that the Authority continues to have an up- to-date set of 
strategic documents which cover Park purposes, wider sustainable development and 
the socio-economic needs of local people. 
 

Through consultation, the Management Plan is informed by the priorities and 
ambitions of partner organisations and the issues that they are facing together with 
the specific issues facing the Park. For instance, the Plan has objectives relating to 
bathing water quality and plantations on ancient woodland sites. 
 

Robust planning framework 
The Authority has in place a straightforward hierarchy of plans to translate the vision 
and strategic objectives of the Management Plan into more detailed action set out in 
the three year Business Plan. The Business Plan prioritises and allocates resources to 
actions which are then incorporated into Departmental work programmes and 
subsequently individual staff work programmes. Monitoring of progress is carried out 
quarterly and is captured in the Annual Performance Plan22. This is approved in June 
of each financial year, reviews performance and sets targets for the forthcoming year. 
It includes the National Park Family Indicators, the Authority’s Headline Indicators and 
specific actions to achieve the targets and actions in the Business Plan. 
 

Staff appraisals23

 

 are carried out universally and to time; performance against targets 
determines progression on the pay scale. The skills needed to deliver the actions are 
assessed as part of this process. 

There is a regular assessment of resource/capacity needs (eg increased resource into 
delivery of affordable housing). 
 

The Business Plan has been informed by consultation with a variety of key partners, 
local groups and organisations.  

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/nationalparkmanagementplan/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/a-vision-for-the-north-york-moors/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/local-development-framework/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/8471.pdf�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/10926.pdf�
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 Action plans are clearly set out for each National Park Purpose, the Planning Service, 
Corporate and Democratic Core work and the Wider Agenda, with annual targets and 
indicators set for each delivery action. Clear links back to the Management Plan are 
maintained.  
 

A number of themed strategies, for example, the Recreation and Access strategy24 
and Biodiversity Action Plan25 set out very detailed priorities, actions and work to 
deliver Management Plan objectives. The Authority’s spatial planning policy 
framework is set out in the LDF. This translates the spatial elements of the 
Management Plan into land use planning policies and incorporates the Vision for the 
National Park and its Special Qualities which the planning system can protect and 
enhance. 
 

The role of other bodies in delivering the Management Plan is organised via a set of bi 
and multi-lateral protocols and agreements. Some of these are bespoke documents 
(such as the Joint Action Plans with the Forestry Commission26 and Natural England27

 

), 
others (such as the two Local Transport Plans) are other organisations’ documents 
which the Authority influences. 

The Authority is represented on the Boards of the main Local Strategic Partnerships 
covering the Park, including the Executive Board of the County-wide Partnership 
which has managed the Local Area Agreement (LAA) process. This is one way in which 
the needs and objectives of other bodies are taken into account. The Authority’s 
planning policies have been formally recognised as being compatible with all five 
Community Strategies covering the Park. The Authority is aware which elements of 
the LAA it is contributing to.  
 

Evidence Base and State of the Park Reporting 
The Authority produces a ‘State of the Park’ report every three years to identify 
change and to help understand how the Authority and its partners are performing in 
relation to the strategic objectives in the Management Plan. The first monitoring 
report ‘Measuring Change’ was published in 1998 and subsequently the ‘State of the 
Park’ has been published in 2003, 2006 and 200928. The collection of consistent data 
over this period has enabled trends to be identified and responded to in the Business 
Plan. There is a good flow of data between the Authority and statutory partners, for 
example, the Environment Agency data relating to air quality. The indicators cover 
social and economic aspects of the Management Plan such as traffic in the Park and  
 

changes in the availability of community facilities. These have helped to inform the 
policies in the Local Development Framework. 
 
Section 3 maps exist for moorland, woodland and coastal land and these have 
added protection under the LDF. 
 

Data needs between local authorities are dealt with bilaterally through the 
Community Strategies and collectively via the Local Area Agreement process. There is 
also a special initiative on data sharing which the Authority participates in. It is likely 
that all these processes will be changed over the next few years although the 
Authority is having discussions with ONS to ensure that data cut to the National Park 
boundaries is available from the 2011 Census. 
 

In conclusion, the Authority has a full suite of up to date plans – Management Plan, 
LDF and Business Plan and a well established system of State of the Park reporting 
integrated with these. There is a strong supporting cast of strategies for individual 
areas of work and the contribution of partners to achievement of the Plan is well 
understood. 
 

The Future - The Management Plan revision will be completed. A big push to 
establish its objectives in partners’ minds is then required, followed by systematic 
monitoring. We see this area of work as a strength of the Authority and is an area 
where we are prepared to push boundaries - hence the aims for the new 
Management Plan. 
 
 

 
“Moorsbus has established itself as perhaps the most successful, fully 
integrated network of leisure bus services in any UK National Park, and 
indeed arguably one of the best such networks within any protected 
landscape in Europe.” 
 

Colin Speakman, Transport for Leisure 
 

 
 
 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/recreation-and-access-strategy/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/biodiversity-action-plan/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/nationalparkmanagementplan/�
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2.  Setting and using priorities 
 

Overview 
The Authority has been successful in achieving very long term priorities. Three 
examples are: the protection of the moorland dale landscapes despite the absence of 
Environmentally Sensitive Area funding; the support for moorland grazing and 
shooting in the face of economic pressures; and the redevelopment and security of 
tenure at The Moors National Park Centre despite objections and obstacles. 
 

Although the Authority has been clear about areas it won’t prioritise, it has also been 
ambitious in the areas it has tried to cover and has allowed some scope for flexibility 
and creativity. We believe that the Authority is better at setting and using priorities 
than it was five years ago. 
 

Clear priorities 
The Authority has a clear set of current priorities. These are derived from 
Management Plan objectives and informed by extensive public consultation and by 
subject specific plans (e.g. Access strategy, Biodiversity Action Plan, Interpretation 
Action Plan, Landscape Character Assessment). These priorities are in the Authority’s 
Business Plan. 
 

The Authority adopted its first Business Plan in 2005, just before the first NPAPA, to 
ensure we were clear about priorities and deployed resources on them. Our approach 
was commended by the NPAPA assessment team and by external auditors as 
‘exemplary’. 
 

The Authority has stuck to this approach and adopted its second Business Plan for the 
period 2009-2012 in September 2008. This had better defined Outcomes which are 
more easily measurable. Progress against the Business Plans has been regularly 
reported to Members and the Business Plan is constantly referred to. The current 
Business Plan sets out five broad strategic priorities, two cross cutting themes and 
eight financial principles as well as identifying priority actions and numeric targets. 
 

Past performance and the state of the National Park are taken into account when 
determining Business Plan priorities. The long data sets forming the State of the Park 
Indicators are increasingly useful in guiding these. 
 

12 years of Charter Mark/Customer Services Excellence have ensured we are clear 
about who our customers are – essentially, our residents and visitors (not only  
 

 
 
 

tourists, and including potential visitors and virtual visitors) and a harder to define 
‘national/future generation’ customer often best represented by organisations such 
as Natural England or English Heritage. 
 

We have put much effort into establishing the priorities of these different groups. 
Extensive programmes are in place to find out what these are. More work needs to be 
done on customer insight, however, so that services can be better tailored to 
expressed need, and this has started. We inform the public about our priorities29.The 
views of stakeholders are increasingly incorporated in the development of subject 
specific plans. For example, the update of the Landscape Character Assessment 
includes extensive public engagement. Actions arising from priorities almost invariably 
involve stakeholder engagement, for example village interpretation, redevelopment 
of The Moors National Park Centre and the introduction of a new conservation 
scheme. 
 

The Plan sets out what will not be done unless new resources are found – and 
excludes altogether non-priority work. There are many activities that the Authority 
could do which do not appear in it at all. It covers routine work as well as new items 
and priorities for extra attention. This ensures targets are set for ‘permanent’ 
functions (eg dealing with Tree Preservation Orders) and that these functions are 
scrutinised for their value and relevance to the Management Plan. Thus fundamental 
re-organisation of the central administrative function released resources for higher 
priority work. 
 

There is a series of bi and multi-lateral agreements which harness the Authority’s 
priorities to those of other organisations.30

31.

These allow much more detail to be shown 
than would be the case if all external commitments were included in the Business Plan 
or Management Plan. At the same time, the Authority is clear which of other 
organisations’ priorities it is expecting to deliver  These positive mutual relationships 
are critical to achieving the maximum for the National Park. 
 

There is a clear golden thread linking the priorities in the Business Plan ‘upwards’ to 
the Management Plan, and ‘downwards’ to Departmental Action Plans32 and the staff  
resource: to individuals and their work plans. Achievement of the objectives in the 
work plan is (along with progress on competency) the basis for appraisal score and 
incremental progression. 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/10997.pdf�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/publications-44/?id=9953�
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Members are engaged in prioritisation from the outset via evening seminars. 91% of 
staff33 and 95% of Members34

 

 say they understand the Authority’s priorities and the 
priorities in the Plan are rarely, and never needlessly, challenged. Priorities are 
communicated externally eg via the Annual Report to all residents. 

Priorities have been realistic, since although stretching, they have generally been 
delivered. An example of where they were not initially met and where corrective 
action was taken to address this is the affordable housing targets. At the end of the 
first Business Plan this was identified as an underperforming area and resource and 
policies were amended. The target level of build is now being achieved. 
 

Resourcing priorities 
The link between resources and priorities is very clear in the Business Plan, both in 
terms of additional allocations and ‘steady state’ spending. 76% of the additional 
resources deployed in the current plan supported new work on strategic priorities or 
cross cutting themes. 
 

The Authority has a consistently good record at attracting a wide variety of external 
funding and bringing in funding from others to the area. The table below shows funds 
from external sources (not SDF) at the Authority’s disposal and on its books. The 
Authority secured £277,000 of funding from EA, LEADER, Yorventure and HLF for the 
freshwater pearl mussel - not the most glamorous species but the most endangered 
species in the Park. In terms of funding brought to the area, from 2005/06 to 2009/10 
agri-environment spend in the Park rose by 251% against an all Park average of 122%. 
 

 Funding Source 2005/06 
£ 

2006/07 
£ 

2007/08 
£ 

2008/09 
£ 

2009/10 
£ 

Natural England * 202,569 185,738 164,418 136,020 182,005 
ODPM 125,799 168,920 169,701 266,214 573,335 
Yorkshire Forward 177,057 442,708 46,000 73,275 250,740 
Forestry Commission 34,467 50,142 25,393 32,666 26,166 
English Heritage 11,000 59,879 58,434 24,350 42,934 
Lottery Funding 74,381 119,574 109,990 155,664 147,164 
European Union 57,542 294,032 50,310 33,416 (10,852) 
Environment Agency 11,500 2,000 9,634 29,645 37,161 
Other Local Authorities 239,442 117,995 138,292 196,177 378,641 
Capital Grants 198,158 42,020    
Other 43,275 74,335 55,347 17,525 14,202 
Total 1,175,190 1,557,343 827,519 964,952 1,641,496 
External Funding as a Percentage 
of Gross Expenditure 

 
18% 

 
22% 

 
11% 

 
14% 

 
21% 

 

Two examples where priorities have led to changes in planning and delivery of 
services are work on climate change and outreach/social inclusion. 
 

Objectives are revised where necessary – for instance the first Business Plan had the 
introduction of a Design Award as an action – this was delayed to concentrate 
resources on the over-riding aim of completing the Local Development Framework. 
Once this was completed resources were transferred back in to the Design Award in 
the second Business Plan period, and the first set of awards have now been 
presented35 36

 
. 

Staying focused 
The regular reports on progress against the Business Plan ensure that work is focused 
on achieving the priorities. 
 

We can show high levels of success in delivering the Business Plan’s priorities and 
actions.37

 

 The Improvement Plan from the last NPAPA has been regularly reported 
and very largely implemented. Best Value improvement plans have been seen through 
to completion. 

The fact that almost all actions and most targets were met at the end of the last 
Business Plan period shows an ability to keep focus. 88% of staff see their work 
targets as realistic and achievable. 
 

The Future - Financial constraints will force greater prioritisation. A better 
understanding of where staff time is being deployed will be needed. Two strategic 
priorities have remained in place for ten years38 39 and another two for five years  40

 

. As 
indicated in the Improvement Plan, thinking at this stage is that at least some of these 
are ripe for change along with more specific priorities. 

 
 
The North York Moors Centre near the village of Danby high up the Esk 
Valley is a gem among visitor centres. In a spacious stone building it has 
art exhibitions, a café and footpaths starting from the door. 
 

The Observer, Sunday 6 September 2009 
 

 
* 2005/06 and 2006/07 figures include the total received from English Nature and the Countryside Agency 
 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/design-awards�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/4321.pdf�
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/�
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3.   Achievement of outcomes: to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife, and cultural heritage of the National Park 
 

Delivering National Park Management Plan conservation objectives 
The priorities for landscape and wildlife conservation are informed by the North York 
Moors Landscape Character Assessment (LCA)41

42
, the Local Biodiversity Action Plan 

(LBAP)  and the North York Moors Forest Habitat Report (George Peterkin)43. These 
feed into Business Plan priorities and so to project development and actions. Cultural 
heritage does not have a nationally established systematic approach for setting 
priorities. The Authority has therefore developed an Archaeological Research and 
Management Framework44

 

 which identifies key actions and research priorities. These 
are further informed by developments such as the production of heritage at risk data. 

There has been a long term focus on agri-environment schemes in the central dales of 
the Park. This work will be described at the presentation at the start of the 
Assessment. 
 

The scale of the Authority’s conservation work in delivering key objectives has been 
considerable over the past five years. It could not have been achieved without good 
relationships with those who own, manage and live in the Park. The following 
examples illustrate the range of achievements.  
 

Landscape 
• Maintenance and restoration of traditional field boundaries – Key objective 

arising from the Landscape Character Assessment. Over the past 5 years 2,592m 
of drystone walling and 6,389m of hedge have been restored via the Farm 
Scheme. 10km of hedge has been replanted in the Heritage Coast area since 2007 
and 2,500m of walling rebuild in the CAN DO45 area.  

• Removal of poorly sited conifer blocks – Another long term objective primarily 
for landscape conservation but also to develop tree/heath type habitat. Work 
with private and Forestry Commission estate plantations at 5 sites. Road side 
conifers on the A171 removed to create a broad heath edge to the plantations.  

• More trees – Despite reduced grant levels over 100ha of native woodland has 
been planted: in addition 39ha of wood pasture using local provenance oak grown 
for the Authority, and 1,234 individual in-field and hedgerow trees were planted 
in 2009/10. 

 
 
 

Wildlife 
• Moorland High Level Stewardship (HLS) agreements – A major effort by 

Authority staff to assist Natural England with the establishment of 19 moorland 
agreements covering 28,000 ha. This has stabilised the loss of hill flocks thereby 
achieving a Business Plan objective. The implementation of moorland HLS in the 
Park was critical to achieving the national SSSI PSA target. 

• Restoration of Planted Ancient Woodland Sites (PAWS) – A long term objective 
for both biodiversity and landscape enhancement. Grant aid via the Landscape 
Intervention Fund (LIF)46

• Conservation of the Duke of Burgundy (DoB) butterfly – The charity Butterfly 
Conservation identified the North York Moors as a ‘conservation area’ for DoB 
and Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary. Support by the Authority extended the DoB 
breeding colonies in the CAN DO area. According to Butterfly Conservation this is 
the only area in the country where such a turnaround has been achieved. Work 
continues on important grasslands to conserve this species. A successful 
application to WREN

 to both private and Forestry Commission estates has 
achieved 342ha of PAWS restoration over the past five years, much of it in the 
CAN DO area.  

47

• Yorkshire Peat Partnership – To conserve deep peats in the Park, the Authority 
earmarked £100,000 from the LIF. This has been used to complete works at 
Cockayne Head on Bransdale Moor. There is future financial support from HLS and 
a Memorandum of Agreement developed with Yorkshire Wildlife Trust to 
undertake this. 

, with match funding from the Authority, will target 36 sites 
to benefit both DoB and the fritillary.  

• Fresh Water Pearl Mussel (FWPM) project – The most threatened animal species 
in the Park, the FWPM is a BAP priority species. The project includes river survey 
work, research into sedimentation, a captive breeding programme, riparian 
habitat improvement, a schools project and a demonstration farm for river 
sensitive farming.  

• Control of invasive species – An increased awareness of the threat to riparian 
habitats by invasive species, in particular Himalayan balsam and Himalayan or 
Japanese knotweed has led to the development of control programmes on the 
rivers Esk and Seph. Control has been established on 21.7 km of Seph/tributaries.  

• Species rich grasslands - The most threatened habitat in the Park and an LBAP 
priority. Over 150 sites surveyed with specific management on 63. 152 road 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/biodiversity-action-plan/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/publications-44/?optionID=111;option=Conservation:%20Woodland�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/cultural-and-natural-development/�
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verges surveyed and 61 managed. Grassland creation carried out on six sites 
totalling 10 ha. A major grassland creation project is underway at Caulklands 
quarry. 

• Cornfield Flowers Project48 -Twenty per cent of farmland in the National Park is 
arable. Rare arable flowers are under threat and are an LBAP priority. This project 
monitored 31 sites, established a nursery and a demonstration site and 
contributed seed from 5 species (2 critically endangered) to the Millennium Seed 
Bank at Kew. Funding for a further five year project has been secured. The 
Authority still manages the Project, in association with the Carstairs Countryside 
Trust and Ryedale Folk Museum but the officers are now employed by North 
Yorkshire Moors Association. 

 

Cultural heritage 
• Built Heritage– The last five years has seen a sustained focus on conservation 

areas and listed buildings. 37 Article 4 Directions were made in 2007 to increase 
the protection of Conservation Areas. Extensive resurvey and restoration has 
removed 205 buildings from ‘at risk’ status in the past five years. This has been 
achieved with a combination of NPA and English Heritage funding. Two town 
schemes (Robin Hood’s Bay and Staithes) have been completed, the former 
involving £230,000 of investment and rescuing five buildings at risk. Village 
enhancement has also been delivered via LEADER, with 17 cultural heritage 
projects supported to date with over £250,000. 

• Village Improvement Scheme - Very popular, on average 15-20 projects per year: 
expanded under LEADER to an additional 28. 

• Monument Management - Archaeological volunteers trained in condition survey 
and contractors used to draw up management plans and oversee implementation. 
In its first year the scheme led to 50 monuments being ‘rescued’ out of a total of 
352 deemed to be ‘at risk’. 

• Cleave Dyke vision – A landscape scale approach (CAN DO) to the conservation of 
a prehistoric landscape. Achievements to date are erosion control and vegetation 
management on Hood Hill castle; vegetation management and permissive access 
provision at Roulston Scar promontory fort; protection via management 
agreement and research excavation on Boltby Scar promontory fort; protection 
via ESS; agreements on parts of Cleave Dyke and associated round barrows and 
the purchase of Cliff Plantation. 

• Design Guides and Awards - A set of guides to new development49 have been 
produced and a local Award scheme established50.51 

• Important new buildings – The Authority played an active part – and gave 
permission - for at least three culturally significant big new developments in the 
last five years – the Monastery at Wass52

 

, the Dalby Forest Visitor Centre (Prime 
Minister’s Better Public Building Award 2007) and its own Inspired by… Gallery.  

Other work  
Improvements on Levisham Estate; completion of work on juniper; restoration after 
fire and flooding; habitat improvement and mink trapping for water voles; State Aid 
notification for all English National Park Authorities; management of Historic 
Environment Record; specialist Mesolithic project; routine work on TPOs etc and in 
the near future, Historic Building Apprenticeships. 

 

Quality of conservation services  
Conservation services are subject to the same range of service standards and 
requirements as the rest of the Authority’s work, eg customer service excellence, post 
and telephone monitoring etc. Feedback from recipients of conservation services is 
sought and the results form a Performance Indicator with a set target level. 
 

The Headline Indicator on conservation (former National Park family indicator) has 
risen from 51.9% in 1999, to 69.3% in 2005 and 79% in 2010, repeatedly exceeding 
targets.  

 

Standards for conservation work are set out in guidelines for most types of project to 
ensure an adequate quality of work. Other services are also assessed against 
standards, for example; 
• The HER has been audited for compliance with MIDAS standards and enhancement 

work has commenced.  
• The LCA refresh will bring it into line with European Landscape Convention 

requirements by January (consultation completed). 
• Recording of LBAP delivery is now set up on the national recording process (BARS). 
 

Accepted standards for environmental services such as the ALGAO guidelines and 
professional codes of conduct set out by the RICS, IFA and IEEM are required for some 
posts. 
 

The Future - The chief issue facing this area of work is less funding for all, which 
threatens the volume of work done. Tighter prioritisation on a risk basis will therefore 
be needed. Better metrics for monitoring change will be introduced. 
 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/cornfield-flowers/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/supplementary-planning-documents/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/design-awards/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/archived-news/?id=633�
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4.  Achievement of outcomes: promoting opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities by the public 
 

Four new strategies are guiding work to implement Management Plan objectives in 
this area. These cover Recreation and Access53, Education54, Communications55 and 
Interpretation56

 

. A key feature of this Authority’s approach is its effective 
partnerships, engagement with a huge range and number of people, groups and 
organisations. Set out below are some of the key recent achievements. 

Improving access 
• A focus on improving the 2000km rights of way network. The Authority is 

responsible for all aspects of rights of way in the Park. The headline performance 
indicator for ease of use shows an improvement of 13% in 10 years, user 
satisfaction has increased from 90% - 98% in 6 years. 

• Removing barriers and enabling access by a wider group of users57. Around 50% 
of bridleways and 30% of footpaths have had some form of accessibility 
improvement made over the last 10 years.  

• Cleveland Way National Trail58. One of the nation’s iconic walking routes, it is 
entirely managed by the NPA, with funding from Natural England. In response to 
demand and advice from users and our Disability Advisory Group, a set of 
downloadable easy access walks has been launched and removal of barriers has 
made it available to a wider range of people (70% of stiles have been removed). 
Natural England’s review  highlighted that management of the trail was very cost 
effective. 

• Tackling unsustainable recreational use. Legal and practical work has taken place 
to minimise damage to “green lanes”. The Authority initiated and runs a 
partnership with police and local authorities co-ordinating enforcement action on 
anti social/illegal activity. A new information leaflet for visitors with dogs was 
produced with support of the Moorland Association and Kennel Club59.  

• Providing excellent facilities. A programme of capital improvements has been 
implemented to ensure that public toilets, car parks and picnic sites continue to 
be in excellent condition. 

 

Volunteering60 
• A key priority since 2001 has been to provide opportunities for everyone to 

contribute to all aspects of the Authority’s work. There has been a transformation 
in the way we use volunteers. Now, 25% of all days worked for the Authority are 
worked by volunteers (over 11,000 days). This has been a vital part of our  

 

 

outreach and community engagement effort and work with disabled volunteers is 
outstanding. Ambitious targets have been set.61 We work with a wide range of 
organisations including FC62

63

, National Trust, Social Services, Prison Services, Hawk and 
Owl Trust, Butterfly Conservation etc. Volunteers, partnerships with community 
groups and apprentices  have hugely increased our capacity to deliver.  
 

Promoting sustainable transport  
• Moorsbus64. A great success story and an exemplar of good practice65. Since 1998 

passenger journeys have increased fivefold and the net passenger cost has halved. 
Customers love the service – four complaints from 75,000 journeys and 
satisfaction levels over 90%. A big overhaul of the Moorsbus service was 
implemented in 200966

• Other successes. Include work with the Forestry Commission on cycling, especially 
the new Dalby Forest facilities, host to the 2010 Mountain Bike World Cup, and 
with Scarborough Borough Council and Groundwork to improve the coastal ex-
railway line for cycling.  

. The reduction in overall cost to the Authority of the 
service is continuing and allowing resource allocation to other priority areas. 

 

Developing visitor centres 
• At the time of the last NPAPA the Authority’s visitor centres were an area of 

relative weakness. This situation has been transformed. During 2006/7, the 
award winning Moors National Park Centre67 had £1.2 million invested to 
develop it into a 21st century all weather, family attraction. It has proved a huge 
success, both visitor numbers and income have increased and the bespoke 
‘Inspired By…’ gallery, last year supported 119 high quality local artists and crafts 
people to sell their work (152 exhibitors in total)68

• 500,000 people per year can now enjoy a national park audio-visual experience 
at Whitby TIC. Investment has also been made at Sutton Bank with the purchase 
of Cliff Plantation and grant aid has been secured to redevelop the centre’s 
exhibition which will proceed despite funding cuts. 

. Our Visitor Centres meet 
agreed National Park service standards. 

• Our seven Village Information Points increase understanding and enjoyment of 
the Park and a distribution network supplies publications widely to local outlets. 
This partnership between the Authority and members of the local community 
who engage with visitors has helped to increase awareness of the North York 
Moors and the Authority. 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/recreation-and-access-strategy/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/access-for-all-40/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/cleveland-way-national-trail/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/publications-43/?id=9871�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/volunteer-service-376/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/modern-apprenticeship-scheme/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/moorsbus/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/the-moors-centre/�
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Tourism   
• The Authority has worked closely with the regional tourism organisation, 

Welcome to Yorkshire, to ensure an active and appropriate promotion of the 
National Park. Work with the Yorkshire Moors and Coast Tourism Partnership has 
been less successful. This body is set to become an advisory one. Some functions 
will transfer directly to Welcome to Yorkshire, but an issue remains about others, 
some of which may fall to the Authority to deliver. This will be challenging in the 
current climate.  

 

Engaging with our audiences 
• Events. Over the past four years, the Authority has expanded a successful and 

varied events programme69. In 2009-10 nearly 4000 people attended our 
bookable events. This includes a successful programme of adventure activities 
which has attracted older children who are harder to reach.  

• Interpretation. 60 Authority publications encouraging people to discover the NYM 
are widely distributed and 94 on site panels interpret special qualities at key sites. 
Bluetooth, mobile phone and apps will be used in future to complement 
traditional techniques. 

• Website. At the point of the previous NPAPA the Authority’s web-site was 
considered a leader. Today, this is clearly not the case. We are building a new, 
more tourism focused site in response to the needs of users. The launch of the 
new site will coincide with a leap forward in the use of social media and new 
technology, allowing more interactivity and aiming to encourage a sense of 
‘belonging’ and new audiences.  Previous problems with visitor information touch 
screens have been rectified, with one moved to a better location and a new one 
installed in The Moors National Park Centre. 

• Media. Additional media resources, staff training and effort have improved the 
profile of the Park by increasing national and regional media coverage. Local 
coverage remains exceptionally positive for a public sector organisation (about 
70% positive/29% neutral/1% negative). 

•  Education. The Strategy outlines a nine year programme to contact 70,000 school 
students living within and outside the Park at least once in their school career. 
2010 was the first year of the Strategy and we over-achieved. There were a total 
of 14,000 contacts. We received a RFS Schools Award for juniper planting and aim 
to be the second Authority assessed for the Learning Outside the Classroom 
Quality Badge70. 

• Diamonds in the Landscape. A stunning exhibition with photographs gifted by 
photographers representing each Park to celebrate the 60th Anniversary of 

National Parks in the UK71.  This has been on show in local galleries and will 
continue to tour. 

• Identity. There is a need for a strategic push on identity/levels of recognition. A new 
External Communications Strategy has been adopted and its proposals will be 
implemented systematically. New vehicle livery, adherence to corporate guidelines 
for clothing and additional Park boundary markers have started to improve identity. 
This is seen as a key area for action in the future.  

• Outreach. Over ten years, the Authority has devoted much energy to work with 
under-represented groups through the Reaching Out, Heritage Connections72 and all 
three Mosaic projects in addition to our usual education work. These have enabled 
the Authority to work with over 65,000 people and to develop a strong group of 
community champions. We have systematically mainstreamed this work73. We have 
also ‘taken the North York Moors’ to people in the surrounding towns and cities by 
putting displays in libraries and by fitting out our mobile display unit for urban 
audiences and using it in town centres. Hedgehog clubs worked with 151 Surestart 
children in 201074

 
. 

Projects and more partnerships 
• Promoting the health benefits of the National Park. A specific priority in the Business 

Plan. Partnerships have been made with the Primary Care Trusts, Natural England and 
local councils. Our programme of health walks75

• Lime and Ice

 is publicised through local health 
practices and targets areas of greatest deprivation eg working with Scarborough 
Social Network. Our health related volunteering activity is focused on mental health 
and we are working with MIND, Basics Plus and NYCC Social Services in this area. 

76. Community based geomorphology and landscape heritage – this 
project is very successfully engaging local communities and new volunteers as well as 
improving intellectual and physical access to the south west of the Park and AONB.  

• Coast Alive!77 Following the North Sea Trail Project, the Authority is part of the 
international partnership delivering the EU funded Coast Alive project. Sharing 
expertise with other organisations around the North Sea Coast and accessing EU 
funding for practical implementation, the project improves coastal access and 
develops best practice in promoting its use.  

 

The Future -The North York Moors faces a number of exciting challenges, particularly 
local tourism delivery, new technology and stronger establishment of the North York 
Moors brand. The limitations of tourism will be recognised and inappropriate recreational 
activity discouraged. Clear steps and funding have been identified to improve Sutton Bank 
Centre and the website and we know we must determine how social media and new 
technology could be used cost effectively to engage with our diverse audiences. 

http://en.calameo.com/read/000206465e565eec79df7�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/learning-zone/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/archived-news/?id=558�
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5.  Achievement of Outcomes: wider sustainable development 
 

Delivering wider social and economic outcomes through the two Park purposes has 
been a successful element of the Authority’s work for many years as acknowledged in 
the 2005 NPAPA report. It is born out of close contact with our resident communities. 
It reflects a positive and holistic approach in its planning service; an ability to engage 
with a range of partners to ensure that NP priorities are also delivered through their 
actions and an imaginative approach to the delivery of the first and second purposes. 
Our local authorities all see us as a good partner78

 
.  

Delivery of Local Development Framework 
The Core Strategy and Development Policies DPD were adopted in 2008 - the first NPA 
LDF to be adopted incorporating both strategic and detailed planning policies in one 
document. This was reflected in the Housing and Planning Delivery Grant award for 
that year of £534,000. Work has also progressed well on additional supplementary 
planning documents with the adoption of parts 1-3 of the Design Guide in 2008 and 
two Village design statements and 1 conservation area appraisal in 201079. 
 

Increased delivery of affordable housing  
There has been a step change in the delivery of affordable housing since the adoption 
of the LDF and the active involvement of the Authority in the North Yorkshire Rural 
Housing Enabler Programme since 2007/08. Twelve local housing needs surveys have 
been undertaken in parishes in the National Park and 30 social housing units have 
been built in the last three years.80 Planning permission has been given for essential 
community needs: Abbeyfield Esk Home, Danby Surgery, RAF accommodation and 
Whitby Park and Ride81. 
 

Climate change 
The Authority won the national health service/local government award for work on 
Climate Change in 200882

 

. Since then it has been decided to cover resource use in the 
Management Plan (hugely significant in terms of adaptation and mitigation). The 
Authority provides the convenor of the ENPAA Climate Change Working Group and 
the County wide Target Lead Officer on CO2 emissions. The Authority was 
instrumental in getting agreement to include the N185 indicator in the Local Area 
Agreement and setting targets for emissions reduction. The officer also inputs to the 
LAA thematic group that deals with climate change. 

 
 

 

 

Promoting the use of appropriate renewable energy for communities and 
delivering practical actions in relation to climate change 
Delivery in this area has been successful both in terms of policy development with the 
adoption of the Renewable Energy SPD and on the ground through the 
implementation of the Community Renewable Energy Project83. This six year project, 
funded by Yorkshire Forward worked with four community groups providing advice, 
raising awareness, capacity building and directly funding projects, such as property 
insulation and setting up wood heating systems through the SDF, saving 1,975 tonnes 
of CO2 a year. The SDF has also funded a range of innovative practical and research 
projects that have stimulated business development and community awareness of 
renewable energy and energy efficiency measures84

 

. The Authority has approved 83% 
of all renewable energy applications since 1998 (the highest NPA percentage). 

Working more closely with local communities and explaining our decisions 
We have improved the way in which we work with local communities. As well as the 
long established parish forums, we have introduced closer working with parish 
councils in relation to planning, including assisting with the production of village 
design and policy statements (3 since 2008), providing an annual planning training 
event for parish councils and writing detailed explanations of the reason for every 
planning decision that does not accord with parish views. We have also introduced a 
newsletter for community media. 
 

As part of our Business Plan priority of devolvement of delivery to communities we 
have expanded the Village Caretakers scheme to ten communities. We have worked 
successfully with Parishes to keep toilets open and campaigned with them over Post 
Office closures. We alert Parish Councils to forestry consultations. Our work with local 
artists and craftspeople has grown hugely. We have given in excess of 1,500 grants 
over the last five years totalling £3,551,791.  
 

In a new development, representatives of young people, disabled people,  
ethnic minorities and volunteers will address Authority meetings directly to 
champion their communities. 
 
Economic and strategic partnerships  
We are actively involved in the preparation of the sub-regional strategy and creation 
of a Local Enterprise Partnership, representing both Yorkshire National Parks as part 
of the work of the York and North Yorkshire Partnership Unit. 

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/supplementary-planning-documents/�
http://oneplace.audit-commission.gov.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/pdf/2009/AreaAssessment/AreaAssessment2009NorthYorkshire_Full.pdf�
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By ensuring that the Natural Environment featured as an economic driver and priority 
for investment, significant funds were secured for development at both the Moors 
National Park Centre and Dalby Forest. Both of these have since received awards for 
the quality of the development. 
 
At the district level we are an active partner in the Ryedale and Scarborough Strategic 
Partnerships, contributing to and influencing the Priorities Action Plan of the LSPs. 
 

Successful joint delivery on the ground in this area is evidenced by the recent 
proactive work with Scarborough Borough Council on a joint Area Action Plan for 
Whitby Business Park which will deliver significant economic and environmental 
improvements. 
 

Promoting local produce 
A visit by HRH Prince Charles in 2008 (catalysed by the Authority and facilitated by 
BitC85

86

 and the Authority), provided the boost for ASDA and local farmers to set up a 
lamb marketing initiative and a three year contract to supply over 3000 lambs per 
year. Working with English Food and Farming Partnerships, the farmers have 
developed a strong brand, the ‘7 Hill Farmers’ with the produce being labelled as 
‘raised and grazed in the North York Moors National Park . 
 

The Authority has now published three editions of a guide to local produce. This ever-
popular source of information raises awareness of locally available and distinctive 
products thus supporting the local rural economy whilst reducing food miles87. 
 

‘Slowing the Flow’88 
This is a Defra-backed, community led project to research the use of in-catchment 
measures to reduce flooding risk in Pickering and Sinnington. The NPA has been a 
supportive partner from the outset and is represented on both the project board and 
steering group. Many of the in-stream channel measures will be on the Authority’s 
Levisham Estate and our Apprentices have installed debris dams on other sections. 
 

Provision of local employment opportunities  
From 2006 the Authority won the annual Edge Award and in 2009 the National 
Training Award for Best Training provider in recognition of the wide range of training 
provision it provides. For instance, the Authority now employs 15 apprentices (around 
12% of the workforce) and supports a further seven hill farming apprentices.89

 

 Four 
members of the Planning Team have been supported through professional training to 

become qualified planners. Field staff have been trained in the use of defibrillators 
providing cost effective cover for the NHS in remote rural areas. 

LEADER90 
The Authority pushed successfully to get a single, cross-regional LEADER programme 
for the greater North York Moors Area and is the lead delivery partner. At the end of  
Year 1 the budget was fully spent, the website approval rating was 88% and the 
Authority staff received 100% positive feedback from the customer satisfaction 
survey. 43 projects have now been approved and £2.25 million is committed - a vital 
figure given the possibility of clawback. 
 

Organisational environmental footprint 
The Authority is aware of the environmental impact of its operations and has adopted 
practices which seek to minimise it; for example energy use at the main premises has 
been monitored since 2003/04 and consumption has reduced by 22% with the 
reduction per whole time equivalent being 36%. The relocation package, cycle to work 
scheme and green travel weeks seek to minimise the impact of staff 
travel/commuting. Essential Car User allowance was abolished 10 years ago and the 
selection of pool vehicles is based on environmental performance; for example the 
current fleet includes vehicles with CO2 emissions below 100 g/km. A biodiesel mix 
from waste sources is used. Recycling levels (plastics, paper, metals, organics, 
envelopes, batteries) are high, increasing from 61% in 2005/06 to 82% 2010/11, while 
overall levels of waste have fallen91

 
. Moorsbus saved 338 net tonnes of CO2 in 2009. 

Sustainable Development Fund92 
The fund continues to be very successful in providing support to an array of projects 
from well established businesses such as Econoplas/Aquadyne (now employing over 
30 people) and fledging green innovation businesses such as Ridgeblade, through to 
community projects such as Hinderwell Village Hall and Esk Energy community hydro 
electricity scheme. The administration cost of the fund is very low and the money 
multiplier effect high, for every £1 of the fund invested, around £7 of project value is 
achieved. 
 

The Future - Input to regional and sub-regional structures must be maintained. A 
specific challenge is to find a way of returning to the successful externally funded 
projects which married economic development to achievement of the purposes. We 
will actively support renewable energy and business diversification which supports 
Park purposes.   

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/archived-news/?id=507�
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6.  Organisational Capacity, use of resources and governance 
 

Financial management 
Since the adoption of the first Business Plan in 2005 the priorities for allocation of 
resources and the Medium Term Financial Strategy (which is reviewed annually in the 
budget process) have been clearly stated. Both Business Plans included a set of key 
financial principles and made realistic assumptions about staff costs, capital spend, 
etc.  
 

The Scheme of Delegation and Financial Regulations93 detail the roles and 
responsibilities of Officers; both were reviewed in 2006. The changes implemented 
following these reviews resulted in increased delegation of budget responsibility to 
Officers. In 2010 these were amended to reflect best practice in Treasury 
Management and Capital Finance, and this was supported by training for Members 
and Officers. 
 

Budget monitoring reports are presented in a timely fashion in a format suitable for 
the user; budget officer monitoring reports are updated daily on the intranet and 
scrutinised monthly at SMT to increase Members’ insight; the budget approval and 
quarterly progress reports are supplemented with presentations which illustrate any 
significant issues for example, the budget 2010/11 presentation focused on the global 
economic climate and deficits.  
 

Budget management training is provided through Induction, internal Skills Workshops 
and external training. The finance team develop their professional skills through 
vocational training and continuing professional development. Budget estimates have 
proved to be realistic with outturn variances over the past five years being less than 
1.75% of net expenditure; the main reason for variances have been external project 
delays or additional income receipts close to the end of the financial year. 
 

Annual accounts are prepared and audited in accordance with statutory and 
regulatory requirements. The Authority receives unqualified audit opinions 
from the appointed external auditor. A well-presented summary of the Authority’s 
spend is circulated publically and available on the web-site. 94 
 

Benchmarking and market testing exercises are undertaken and good value  
for money can be amply demonstrated. Our finance costs which are less than 1.5% of 
gross expenditure and our ratio of HR staff to employees is 1:140.  
 
 

 
 
These figures compare very favourably with other organisations.  
 

The Authority has found efficiency savings over the long term, such as a 36% cash 
reduction in staff travel from 2000-2009. Further plans for efficiency savings were 
included in the current Business Plan and progress on these is being monitored. 
Despite earlier efficiencies, the Authority found 4% of Gershon savings over the 
2007/08-2009/10 period. 
 

Significant progress has been made to improve the Authority’s IT systems. Our IT has 
become more reliable, costs have been effectively controlled and staff skills 
developed. 
 

The Authority will do more in terms of obtaining comparative data and trends and 
linking cost of a service to the quality of the output and is collaborating with other 
NPAs through the Joint Improvement Group (JIG) to build this picture. 
 

Historically, the Authority has not always been aware of the whole life costs of 
projects, and could use payback and cost benefit analysis more. Recent replacement 
of IT equipment, photocopiers and vehicles has used these techniques and they will 
become increasingly important. These projects demonstrate the Authority has an 
intelligent approach to capital funding.  
 

Governing the business 
The Authority has a Purchasing Policy which, while dating from 2000, remains 
pertinent; value for money is at the heart of procurement. Decisions are delegated to 
Officers and are undertaken in accordance with financial regulations and EU 
requirements. Standard tender documentation, Framework Agreements and a Select 
List for conservation services are used to reduce staff time. Specialist procurement 
and contract advice is obtained from NPG Ltd and North Yorkshire Legal Services 
(NYLS). Staff awareness of procurement is undertaken through Skills Workshops and 
external training. Procurement is used to improve customer experience and 
environmental standards.  
 

The Authority has adopted an Ethical Framework which puts the Nolan Principles and 
Core Values at the heart of the Authority’s work. This is supplemented by fresh Codes 
of Conduct for Officers and Members and a strong and active Standards Committee 
frequently attended by the CEO. Standards training is regular, a bulletin is produced  

http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/how-the-authority-works/�
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/11191.pdf�
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and declarations of interest are routinely monitored. Internal and external auditors 
are satisfied that the systems of internal control and for the prevention of fraud are 
robust including the Whistleblowing, Anti-Fraud and Corruption Policies which are 
well publicised. 
 

The Authority obtains specialist Risk Management Advice from NYCC and the 
Corporate Risk register is updated annually, a six month update is due in November 
2010. Risks are also discussed with the External Auditors and both processes have 
identified Data Security and Disaster Recovery as high risk comparative to other risks 
to the Authority. Throughout 2010 the IT team have been upgrading the systems in 
order to improve the resilience. This will be concluded by a review of the IT Strategy 
and Business Continuity arrangements. 
 

There is an annual programme of Scrutiny Reviews and prior to this the Authority 
completed Fundamental Service Reviews of all services. The recommendations of all 
have been implemented, with the findings of the Website Scrutiny (August 2010) 
being considered as part of the development of a new website. Dips in performance 
are identified and successfully acted on, the recent improvement in Appeals 
performance is an example.  
 

Managing resources 
The Authority’s second People Management Strategy builds on the sound base 
created by the first. It covers the work of Members and Volunteers as well as paid 
staff and provides a framework for managing the Authority’s human resources to fully 
support the delivery of Business Plan priorities. The Staff Appraisal Scheme has been 
consistently developed and is used as a robust but positive tool for 
managing/assessing performance as well as identifying development needs. Recent 
initiatives around sharing skills have demonstrated that good quality development can 
be undertaken in a low cost way. Just 8% of staff do not see themselves as having an 
opportunity for personal development at the Authority. Organisational culture is 
based on equality and inclusion as evidenced by the Core Values. The Authority has 
staff ranging from teenagers to septuagenarians. Overall the Authority employs a 
slight majority of women, and this proportion increases to 60% in middle/senior 
manager grades. 
 

Internal communication has been significantly improved since the last NPAPA  
utilising full staff meetings, departmental meetings, workshops, monthly bulletins, 
excellent use of the Intranet plus regular visits to outposted seasonal staff. 

Relationships with UNISON are very positive with staff issues being resolved in a low 
key but pro-active manner.  
 

Staff are kept informed and involved in change - for instance, over the current 
cutbacks. 
 

The Business Plan establishes eight financial principles which underpin the 
management of resources. A key indicator is that staff costs are maintained at around 
50% of gross expenditure and this has been met. The Authority’s performance in 
relation to completely external funding has also been exemplary with a total of 
£6.166m in funding since 2005/06 equating to an average of 17% of gross 
expenditure. 
 

The Authority has an Asset Management Strategy and a property terrier, undertakes 
regular Conditions Surveys and has property maintenance budgets supplemented by 
Capital Investment and a property reserve. The Authority licences space in Visitor 
Centres to catering businesses and leases space from Scarborough Borough Council. 
The Authority has previously taken a conscious decision not to move or expand the 
offices but there will be a fundamental review of the Authority’s assets next year 
identifying any opportunities to share with partners. The Authority has an active 
reserves policy which ensures that there is an adequate contingency, long term goals 
can be achieved and major programmed work undertaken. The reserves are reviewed 
regularly by Members; for instance in 2009 it was agreed that the Authority should 
seek to maintain reserves at the April 2009 level to assist in weathering the 
forthcoming financial storm. 
 

The Authority has well established document management processes including a 
retention policy which is reviewed annually, secure offsite storage and destruction of 
confidential documentation. The Authority routinely backs-up electronic data and 
copies are stored off site; these processes are being upgraded with new servers. The 
Authority responds to all Freedom of Information Act requests in a timely manner and 
no complaints have been forwarded by the Information Commissioner in relation to 
the application of this or the Data Protection Act. Staff are reminded of the 
importance of data security through departmental meetings and Skills Workshops. 
 

The Future - Some of the checks and balances in the administration of the Authority 
will no longer be affordable. The Government needs to be encouraged to remove 
inappropriate burdens. Effective management and deployment of staff and volunteers 
will become even more important as financial constraints bite. Good change 
management, careful budgeting and extra income generation will be essential.  
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7.  Leadership and improving performance 
 
Leadership capacity  
The roles and responsibilities of Officers and Members are clearly defined and well 
understood. Members provide a supportive yet robust challenge to Officer 
recommendations. This challenge is undertaken in a non-partisan way - and relations 
are excellent. Regular informal Members’ seminars are held which have proven to be 
a fruitful way of discussing issues and obtaining Member feedback outside the 
formalised committee processes. 
 

A Member Development Scheme was introduced in 2009 which built on the existing 
strengths of the Members’ training programme containing mandatory and optional 
elements. The Scheme has put a greater emphasis on ensuring that Members have 
the skills to lead and challenge where necessary and to ensure that experience is 
shared and not lost to the Authority as the membership changes over time. 
 

Since the previous NPAPA there has been a training programme for Middle Managers 
which assisted in improving leadership skills throughout the organisation. The 
Authority has in general an empowering management style. 85% of staff say they 
trust their line manager to look after their best interests. There is a strong family spirit 
which makes the Authority a good place to work. 
 

Continuous improvement 
“Always try to improve what we do” is one of the Authority’s values and this culture 
of continuous improvement is encouraged at all levels of the organisation. The 
Authority has had robust performance management arrangements in place for many 
years and regularly monitors the progress of its key strategic plans. Over the last 18 
months, additional focus and resource has been applied to further develop this area 
of work. 
 

The Authority has a basket of challenging performance standards, KPIs and targets 
covering its work, including a newly revised set of customer service standards which 
were awarded ‘compliance plus’ by the Customer Service Excellence independent 
assessor. As well as having key measures of success clearly defined in the Business 
Plan, it also has developed a balanced set of KPIs which include national, family and 
local indicators; these cover the Authority’s desired outcomes. A subset of Headline  
Indicators has been developed that forms the basis of regular reporting to the general 
public on identified service priorities.  
 

 
 
 
Performance data is collected and stored electronically and actively managed to 
provide business intelligence to all users. Performance is routinely monitored and 
reported using a traffic light system. Senior management reviews performance 
monthly and addresses areas of underperformance, as well as seeking outstanding 
performance for recognition. The Performance Monitoring and Management 
Committee provides quarterly in depth scrutiny and challenge on the progress of 
delivering business plan objectives, KPI actual performance against targets and 
budget.  
 

Information about the Authority’s performance is easily accessible and is regularly and 
widely publicised in a variety of ways including via an Annual Performance Report and 
Plan, Residents’ Annual Report, Moors Messenger, the website and displays in public 
areas of Authority properties. 
 

The Authority regularly benchmarks and performs well against its peers, other local 
authorities and national standards and uses the information to drive further 
performance improvement. Please find examples of where the Authority has shared 
best practice95; and a list of external challenges/input.96

 
  

The Authority seeks to learn from others as widely as possible. As well as being a 
partner in transnational projects such as Coast Alive and Sunflower, it has recently 
hosted a meeting of the IUCN Protected Areas Working Group and is an active 
member of the Europarc Federation. Opportunities for staff to undertake exchanges 
and sabbaticals are also promoted. Use of the Danish method 97

 

 has been a valuable 
learning experience. The open culture of the Authority and innovations such as the 
‘Ideas Group’ promote internal challenge. 

 Delivery of Business Plan objectives 
The Authority is 18 months into delivering its three year Business Plan. 30 ‘Key 
Measures of Success’ are defined within the Plan and 67% of these are already on 
target to be met. Members and senior management have a clear understanding of 
reasons for any underperformance and remedial action plans are in place. Early 
warning has been given to Members where objectives in the Business Plan may not be 
met due to in-year and future potential reductions in resources and funding. 
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98

 
 Explanatory notes  

Performance improvement 
The Authority actively monitors trends in improvement or declines in performance 
over time. Since the last NPAPA inspection the Authority has succeeded in improving 
performance of 67% of its KPIs. Seven areas of notable improvement since the last 
NPAPA inspection can be found.99

 
 

Customer Service Excellence 
The Customer Service Excellence accreditation is a driver of continuous improvement 
and an independent validation of the Authority’s achievement. Following assessment 
three areas of compliance plus were awarded and the Authority has just four areas of 
partial compliance out of the 57 elements assessed. (The Authority had achieved 
compliance in all 63 of Charter Marks across the whole organisation - possibly a 
unique achievement). The CSE framework will continue to be used to drive 
improvements in future years. 

Customer satisfaction levels 
Customer satisfaction levels with Authority services are measured on a continual basis 
and overall satisfaction remains high. The Authority sets itself stretching targets for 
satisfaction to ensure that levels continue to improve. 
 
In addition, every three years the Authority anonymously surveys all households and 
businesses within the Park boundary. 75% of users of Authority services are satisfied 
and the level of dissatisfied residents is decreasing. (2008 8.3% compared to 10.4% in 
2005). Last year 35 formal complaints were received and 172 personal compliments. 
 

 
Authority Service 

Current 
Satisfaction 

Level 

Target 
2010/11 

 
 

Development Management Service 
 

76% 85% 

Conservation Services 
 

100% 100% 

Public Rights of Way Network 
 

98% 98% 

Moorsbus Service 
 

91% 93% 

Promoting Understanding Services (inc Visitor 
Centres, Website, Education Services and 
Events) 

 
86% 

 
89% 

 
In 2009 the Authority looked carefully at how it collects customer feedback to help 
make improvements to its services. A new Customer Feedback leaflet was launched 
giving customers guidance on how they can give their feedback, how the Authority 
will handle it and what it will be used for. 
 

Seven examples of service improvements as a direct result of customer feedback can 
be found in the Annual Performance Plan (Page 14). 
 

The Future - What ‘improvement’ looks like in an era of contraction will have to be 
carefully determined and managed consultation with our customers will play a key 
role in this. The Governance Review may have implications for leadership capacity. 
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Summary Self Assessment 

 

 
 

Quality of Vision 

  
 

Performs Excellently 

 

 
 

Setting and Using Priorities 
 
 

 

  
 

Performs Excellently 

 

 

Achievement of outcomes: 
to conserve and enhance the natural beauty,  
wildlife and cultural heritage of the National Park 
 

  
 

Performs Excellently 

 

Achievement of outcomes: 
promoting opportunities for the understanding  
and enjoyment of the special qualities by the public 

 
 
 

 

  
 

Performs Well 

 

 
Achievement of outcomes: 
wider sustainable development 
 

 

  
 
 

Performs Excellently 

 

 

Organisational capacity: 
Use of resources and governance 
 
 

 

 

  

Performs Well 

 

 
 
Leadership and Improving Performance 

  
Performs Well 
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Summarised Improvement Plan 
 

This outline Improvement Plan is considered work in progress. When completed it will supersede major elements of the current Business Plan. It has been drafted in 
response to the prospect of dramatically reduced levels of public funding for this and other public bodies. It also reflects a new outlook in the light of the broader  
financial and political changes of the last year. It is therefore a radical plan which, unlike the previous Improvement Plan, seeks fundamental change. 

 

1.  Managing change 
• We must ensure Officers and Members continue to have the skills needed to 

manage the forthcoming changes. A thorough prioritisation exercise will be needed, 
taking into account a range of external views and the Authority’s desired outcomes. 
Structural change may be needed after this has taken place. 
 

• Input to the new regional structures will be needed but must be kept proportionate. 
Discussions with local authorities and other NPAs about further shared services 
need to be carried through to implementation. Central government must be pressed 
for reductions in inappropriate regulation. The Authority will resist any attempts to 
force it to adopt more expensive/less cost effective systems. 
 

• The conclusions of the governance review will be implemented. It should look for 
ways in which the Authority’s accountability can be improved. 
 

• Some targets will need to be reduced and the number and nature of Performance 
Indicators will change. 
 

2. Communications 
• Great attention will need to be paid to communication with staff and the public 

about the changes. In particular, reductions in service levels will need to be 
explained in the context of the Authority’s existing low costs and previous efficiency 
savings. 
 

• The Communications Strategy will guide the nature and targets for external 
communications. 
 

• Work on better recognition for the North York Moors brand remains essential.  
 

• Use of the NYMNPA logo and house colours will be regularised. 
 

• The web site will be renewed and a positive approach to social media will be taken. 
 
 
 

Signed: 
 
 
  ………………………………………………………………………….………….   John Fletcher, Chair 

  3.  Continuing delivery  
• The new model Management Plan must be completed. Resource use, food 

production, the dilemmas surrounding tourism and climate change must be 
included as far as practicable. Promotion to partners and monitoring will be vital.  
 

• Practical delivery of conservation objectives should remain a substantial part of the 
Authority’s activities and grants to communities and individuals will continue. 
Planned improvements at Sutton Bank should proceed. 

 

• Opportunities to deliver Park purposes through economic activity will be 
particularly sought out. Individual support will be given to appropriate micro-
enterprises and renewable energy initiatives wherever possible. 
 

• Outreach work will continue to be mainstreamed. 
 

Specifics 
• Work is needed to improve: public understanding of our planning decisions; 

customer insight; corporate identity; value for money of consultation exercises; 
asset management; business continuity provisions; contact with tourism 
businesses. 

 

4.   Culture 
• This will need to change. A more commercial approach will need to be considered 

for the Authority’s assets. A measured approach to lowering acceptable risk 
thresholds in certain areas will be needed. 
 

• On the other hand the Authority’s enabling and empowering culture must continue 
and further initiatives to work with communities will be sought. This is intrinsically 
a good thing to do and matches the Government’s agenda. The Values are long 
term and it is not appropriate to try to change them. Parliament has given the 
Authority two purposes and they remain paramount. 

 

• The Authority’s commitment to customer service excellence and continuous 
improvement will not falter but more cost effective ways of achieving these ends 
will need to be found. 

 
 
 ………………………………..………………………………………  Andy Wilson, Chief Executive 
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Instructions on Endnotes 
 

1.  Hover over number on endnotes; double click on number takes you to the end note in the document. 
 

2. Hyperlinks - right click and open hyperlink)   
                         

NB: Endnotes without hyperlinks are stated as hard copy only or found in 
the Documents Folder. 
                                                 
1 1. Champion the qualities that make the North York Moors a unique and special place. 
2. Promote opportunities for everyone to get involved. 
3. Treat everyone with respect. 
4. Have a personal approach to delivering services. 
5. Always try to improve what we do. 
6. Use money and other resources carefully. 
7. Help our communities flourish. 
8. Respect the best of tradition whilst recognising the need for innovation. 
9. Contribute positively to sustaining the global environment. 
10. Do what we promise. 

 
2 Staff Surveys 2005/2009 (Documents Folder) 
 
3 Members/Organisation/CEO Questionnaires (Documents Folder) 
 
4 For full list of current Members see website  
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/the-members/ 
 
5 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/the-green-team/ 
6 Parish Forum Meeting  
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/parish-forums/ 
 
7 Moors Messenger 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/moors-messenger/? 
 
8 Annual Report to Residents 2009-2010 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/10997.pdf 
 
9 Consultation Plan (Documents Folder) 
 
10 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/forum-42/ 
 
11 Voluntary Ranger AGM Agendas (Documents Folder) 
 
12 http://www.mosaicnationalparks.org/ 
 
13 PLUG minutes February 2010 (Documents Folder) 
 
14 Estate Reps and Farmers’ meetings (Documents Folder) 
 
15 CSE Assessment Report 2010 (Documents Folder) 
 
 
16 Management Plan 1998 (Hard Copy only) 
 
17 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/nationalparkmanagementplan/ 

                                                                                                                
 
18http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/a-vision-for-the-north-york-moors/ 
 
19 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/local-development-framework/ 
 
20 External Communications Strategy (Documents Folder) 
 
21 see Appendix C of Business Plan 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/8471.pdf 
 
22 Annual Performance Plan 2010 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/10926.pdf 
 
23 Staff Performance Appraisal Scheme Guidelines (Documents Folder) 
 
24 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/recreation-and-access-strategy/ 
 
25 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/biodiversity-action-plan/ 
 
26 Forestry Commission Joint Action Plan (Documents Folder) 
 
27 Natural England Joint Action Plan (Documents Folder) 
 
28 State of the Park Reports 2003/2006/2009 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/nationalparkmanagementplan/ 
 
29 Annual Report  to Residents 2009-2010 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/10997.pdf 
 
30 Authority Agreements and Mechanisms for Partnership Working Document (Documents Folder) 
 
31 Page 37 Annual Performance Plan and Report 2009 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/publications-44/?id=9953 
 
32 Departmental Action Plans (Documents Folder) 
 
33 Staff Questionnaire 2009 Summary with 2005-2009 Comparisons (Documents Folder) 
 
34 Members-CEO-Organisation Survey (Documents Folder) 
 
35 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/design-awards 
 
36 Design Award Winners 2010 Photographs (Documents folder) 
 
37 Business Plan Update Reports (Documents Folder) 
NPA Business Plan Updates December 2007; PM&M August 2008 
38 Best Value Performance Plan 2001 Page 18 - hard copy only 
 
39 Business Plan 2005-2008 page 3  
40 Business Plan 2009-2012 page 9  
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41 Landscape Character Assessment 2003 (Documents Folder) 
 
42 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/biodiversity-action-plan/ 
 
43 North York Moors Forest Habitat Report (George Peterkin) 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/publications-44/?id=5092 
 
44 Archaeological Research and Management Framework (Documents Folder) 
 
45 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/cultural-and-natural-development/ 
 
46 The landscape intervention fund (LIF) is an internal budget operated by the National Park Authority 
to deliver projects which will help to achieve “landscape scale change”. The fund is intended to be 
flexible and it will have the capability to address a wide range of issues and projects from a single 
funding mechanism. This moves away from the traditional approach of having individual budgets to 
cover specific issues i.e. woodland, archaeology etc  
 
47 WREN (Waste Recycling Environmental Ltd) is a not-for-profit business that helps benefit the lives 
of people by awarding grants for community, conservation and heritage projects. 
 
48 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/cornfield-flowers/ 
 
49 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/supplementary-planning-documents/ 
 
50 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/design-awards/ 
 
51 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/archived-news/?id=633 
 
52 “Nevertheless, there is good news from the North York Moors National Park Authority. It has 
recognised its debt to the monastic orders that formed the park’s landscape and created its 
agriculture. I had feared that their contribution would all be forgotten when the Benedictine 
community at Stanbrook applied for consent to build an abbey in the middle of the park… was entirely 
wrong and it gives me pleasure to say so. The beauty of the moors is enhanced by the glory of the 
medieval abbeys…I doubted whether a great building would ever again be allowed to enhance so 
special a natural setting. The bravery, foresight and sheer taste of the park authority is humbling. I 
can only congratulate it.” 
The Rt. Hon. John Gummer MP in Planning Magazine 
 
53 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/recreation-and-access-strategy/ 
 
54 Education Strategy 2009 (Documents Folder) 
55 External Communications Strategy (Documents Folder) 
 
56 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/9244.pdf 
 
57 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/access-for-all-40/ 
 
58 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/cleveland-way-national-trail/ 
 

                                                                                                                
59 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/publications-43/?id=9871 
60 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/volunteer-service-376/ 
 
61 Ambitious targets have been set and met for engaging with underrepresented groups, days 
volunteered by young people has grown from 0 in 2000 to 1807 in 2009/10 and days volunteered by 
disabled people has grown from 50 in 2000 to 2,296 in 2009/10.  
 
62 Forestry Commission 
 
63 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/modern-apprenticeship-scheme/ 
 
64 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/moorsbus/ 
 
65 Moorsbus, an integrated network of leisure bus service to and within the North York Moors National 
Park, has been in operation for more than three decades. During this time it …… 
“Moorsbus has established itself as perhaps the most successful, fully integrated network of leisure 
bus service in any UK National Park, and indeed arguably one of the best such networks within any 
protected landscape in Europe.” 
Colin Speakman, Transport for Leisure  
 
66 Moorsbus Review NPA Committee Report September 2009 (Documents Folder) 
 
67 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/the-moors-centre/ 

 
69 Out and About Guide 
http://en.calameo.com/read/000206465e565eec79df7 
 
70 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/learning-zone/ 
 
71 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/archived-news/?id=558 
 
72 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/heritage-connections-535/ 
 
73 Over 5 years Heritage Connections exceeded its targets for increased number of participants. 
Deprived Communities -3371 (target 2015); Young People – 3107 (2430); Health & Disability – 2175 
(1580); Elderly people – 1149 (1275); Ethnic minorities – 643 (180). The PU3 performance indicator 
monitors under-represented groups using our services and in 2012 the Casual user Survey will be 
repeated to monitor under-represented visitors to the Park. While the 2004 Casual User Survey 
identified 1% of visitors to be from a BME background, our services in 2009/10 showed a 3% use by 
people from BME communities. 
 
74 Hedgehog Club. 
The Authority’s objective for its volunteer service is to provide opportunities for people of all ages and 
from all backgrounds to engage with and contribute to its work.  One target group identified as 
underrepresented was the very young, ie preschool children.  In response to this, the Hedgehog Club 
was created in 2009 as an element of the Volunteer Service working with Surestart and Toddlers 
groups.  Preschool children are given the opportunity to engage through practical activities and story 
telling.  In 2010, attendance at Hedgehog Club totalled 460 of which 151 were via Surestart.  All 
sessions are subject to written feedback, this has been hugely positive. 
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75 Health Walk Participants 

 Jim’s profound interest and communication ability throughout the walk was really 
excellent. I enjoyed the brisk pace he kept up, both physically and verbally. 

 Excellent organisation. Interesting walk - 5 miles the right length. I especially enjoyed the 
history - more of these! The two Rangers are excellent. 

 Peter Turton and Andy Wilson were excellent guides. So informative! - very helpful. The 
foxgloves made our journey! and the butterfly and wildlife so interesting. Thank you 
 

76 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/lime-and-ice-project/ 
 
77 http://www.coast-alive.eu/ 
 
78 Members-CEO-Organisation Survey 2010 (Documents Folder) 
 
79 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/supplementary-planning-documents/ 
 
80North Yorkshire Area Assessment 
http://oneplace.audit-
commission.gov.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/pdf/2009/AreaAssessment/AreaAssessment2009North
Yorkshire_Full.pdf 
  
81 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/whitby-business-park-area-action-plan/ 
 
82 LGC & HSJ Sustainable Communities Awards 2008 in association with DEFRA 
‘Tackling and Adapting to Climate Change’ Winner: North York Moors National Park Authority 
‘This category seeks to reward local leadership on climate change. It is aimed at local partnerships 
that have started work to reduce their own carbon emissions (CO2 emissions) from their own 
operations, but also those of their wider district or community. Particular recognition will be given to 
entries that show how council have used their community leadership role to bring groups and partners 
together to tackle CO2 emissions.’  
Guidance for entrants Climate Change Awards 2008 
 
83 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/community-renewable-energy-project/ 
84 Community Renewable Energy Report 2004-2010 (Documents Folder) 
 
85 Business in the Community is one of the Prince of Wales’ Charities. It mobilises business for good 
and works with business to build a sustainable future for people and planet. 
 
86 Asda Lamb 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/archived-news/?id=507 
 
87 Local Produce Guide 
http://inspiredby.moors.uk.net/ 
 
88 http://www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/INFD-7YML5R 
 

                                                                                                                
89 Since its launch in 2002, the North York Moors National Park’s Modern Apprenticeship Scheme has 
seen more than 30 young people successfully complete a 15 month NVQ Level 2 qualification in 
Environmental Conservation. Now, the scheme has received praise from the Prime Minister, who said: 
“The apprenticeship scheme has proved that there is still a strong demand for the type of traditional 
skills which have been at the very heart of life in North Yorkshire for centuries. By maintaining and 
encouraging these skills, we are safeguarding them for future generations. 
 
“We know how hard it can be for young people to find work in the current economic climate, but 
being skilled, competent and able to fully contribute in the workplace will give them a great start and 
make them much more attractive to potential employers. That’s why apprenticeship schemes like the 
North York Moors National Park’s are so very important.” 
Press Release on Apprenticeship Scheme - Quote by Gordon Brown, Prime Minister 
 
90 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/leader 
 
91 Recycled waste paper has additional 121 bags of confidential waste and clearance of 3 attics and 
Sawmill Depot 
 
92 http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/sustainable-development-fund-340/ 
 
93 Scheme of Delegation and Finance Regulations 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/how-the-authority-works/ 
 
94 Statement of Accounts 2009/10 
http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/uploads/publication/11191.pdf 
 

 
95 Ideas Developed from the Experiences of other National Park Authorities (Documents Folder) 
 
96 External Challenges Document (Documents Folder) 
 
97 The “Danish Method” is a technique for idea generation from large groups of people but which 
starts with the individual. This was learnt at a Coast Alive partnership meeting which was hosted by 
the Danish School of Creative Thinking. 
 
98 Of the 13 headline indicators that have been able to be measured consistently since 2002, all have 
shown an improvement in performance. % appeals dismissed is measured as a rolling 4 year average 
figure which creates a lag in any performance improvement becoming apparent. Appeals dismissed 
performance over the last 2 years has shown marked improvement and in 08/09 83% of appeals 
against the Authority were dismissed. The current in year performance is exceeding target at the end 
of the first half of 10/11.  
Two headline indicators cannot be measured consistently -  Planning Cost Per Head of the Population 
which is affected by fluctuating annual levels of PDG and satisfaction rating for users of promoting 
understanding services where the methodology for collecting data was changed significantly in 
2007/8. 
 
99 Performance Improvement 2005 - 2010 (Documents Folder) 
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